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Letter from the Editor   

When we, as an editorial team, sat down to brainstorm themes for this issue of 
Voices of Hope, our ideas were of course influenced by the society in which we 
live today. We thought, “Should we write about equality again?” It is certainly a 
major issue in our world.

It feels as if every day we are bombarded by the news with photos and videos of 
violent interactions over race, religion, gender and political opinion. To us, the 
problem was not a lack of tolerance or a lack of equality. It was a lack of love and 
respect for other human beings.

Respect is the basic and perpetually underlying theme of my work with shelters. 
Our goal is to help our residents learn to respect themselves, to respect others, 
and to respect property. We spend our time teaching each resident and child 
to feel value in themselves, in their uniqueness, and to trust that who they are 
is who they’re supposed to be. We teach them to interact with themselves and 
with others, every day, with respect.

I believe that respect indicates love, and by indicating love in everyday interac-
tions, we create a cycle. That love — that respect — gets passed from individual 
to individual.

Bretta Ribbing tries to instill the same concept in her family with “A Letter to My 
Grandchildren”. She writes that “respect precedes love; respect leads to and 
preserves love” and likens respect to the time just before a bond solidifies, the 
“getting-to-know-you” part.

C. Moore, tells us the story of how she learned to start respecting herself by 
leaning on her family and God. Editor Sydney O’Hearn muses over what respect 
means to her and how it affects society.

Renee Jones decided to tell someone else’s story as seen through her eyes. By 
showing how people can be affected by the actions of others, “Regina” embod-
ies our theme, Navigating Life Through Love and Respect, and how that naviga-
tion can create a cycle.

The editorial team thanks each and every contributor for sharing their stories, 
and we encourage all readers to share as well. Using the hashtag #VoicesofLove, 
tell us what respect means to you and how you continue the cycle of love in your 
everyday life. We can be found on Facebook and Twitter as “Society of Helpers”.

Sr. Jean Kielty, SH
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A Letter to My Grandchildren     by Bretta Ribbing

Risky it may be, inviting a senior citizen to address the subject 
of Navigating Life through Love and Respect. Risky, too, for the 
senior responding, lest she sound like a dated composite:  Mr. 
Rogers…Dear Abby…Dr. Seuss.

I’ve recently recognized a technique among journalists, inviting 
their subject to offer advice to their younger self.  I shall take that bid two 
generations beyond to my three young grandchildren.  My ramblings may 
not be original, but to them it will all be new.

My dearest trio,

Now in only the first decade of your lives, you may understand nothing to 
a modest sum of what I’m about to write.  However, it is my hope that one 
day you will get it all.  And that gratification prompts me to explain my con-
victions as generously as I can, in the simplest way possible.

Navigating Life Through Love and Respect:

Navigating suggests rules and tools necessary for your life-trip. Often the 
destination and/or route is unclear. “The joy is in the journey,” some say. 
I believe your destinations were set in divine motion long before your 
births.  Use maps anyway, and don’t be afraid of detours or forks in the 
road  (that includes sweethearts and college majors).  They don’t have to 
be permanent. You can find your way again with mediation and a compass 
of conscience.  On your journey have plenty of fuel: faith as well as healthy 
food.  No tobacco, please.  Consult the rules of the road, many found in the 
Ten Commandments, Beatitudes and Corporal/Spiritual works of mercy.  
Be communicative, technically by phone, e-mail and inventions yet to be 
defined; physically by a sincere smile, full handshake, a pat on the back or 
hug, a word of friendship or encouragement and always by openness of ear 
and heart.

Concerning “love and respect,” I would switch the order of progression, 
suggesting that respect precedes love; respect leads to and preserves love.  
Respect is the getting-to-know-you time — obeying your parents, teachers 
and authority figures; meeting your new classmates, neighbors, colleagues, 
your pastor, president or future spouse.

At a recent business appointment, your grandfather and I spoke with a 
representative who was celebrating her third wedding anniversary.  We 
congratulated her.  And she, in turn, asked if we had any advice on a long 
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marriage.  Grandpa and I exchanged a quick smile, 
encouraging me to speak.  “Remain respectful - of 
the other’s space, privacy, opinions, goals, things.  It 
avoids arguments, enhances love.”  

“Thank you,” smiled the agent.  “That gives me food 
for thought.” 

Human decency suggests respect.  Respect portrays 
good manners.  Good manners require discipline.  
Discipline is control.  Control is the root of law. And 
law is the loving language of God.  (There are the 
Ten Commandments again!)

Within the last week, Grandpa and I welcomed into 
our neighborhood a family, including five young 
children, from Yemen. We first met the mother, who 
speaks little English, weeding her front yard. Later, 
meeting the father, we learned that he speaks Eng-
lish more easily and that he works twelve hours a 
day, seven days a week.  The human effort of reach-
ing out is so rewarding: stopping by their home, 
smiling “hello” with shared handshakes.  These re-
spectful, caring, mutual exchanges are so basic, yet 
so transformative — so world-shattering of ignorant 
prejudice which promotes hatred, even war.  

So, dear ones, approach — safely and in peace — a 
stranger with a smile, a “hello” and a handshake.  It 
costs nothing but a moment in time and may reward 
you with entrance into each other’s worlds and 
develop a true friendship. Respect first. Love may 
follow. That’s what Grandpa and I are experiencing 
with our new neighbors: visits with them in their 
home and in ours; simple words, many smiles and 
hand gestures, as well as lending a hand; reinforcing 
the values of the locale such as the nearest mosque, 
excellent schools their children will attend; sug-
gesting the best grocer, coupons, hardware store, 
drug store, clinic, parks and resale shops; explain-
ing smoke alarms and trash pickup days; identify-
ing names of trees and flowers on their property; 

If I speak in 

the tongues of men

 and of angels, 

but have not love, 

I am a noisy gong

or a clanging cymbal. 

And if I have 

prophetic powers, 

and understand 

all mysteries and 

all knowledge, 

and if I have all faith, 

so as to remove mountains, 

but have not love, 

I am nothing. 

If I give away all I have, 

and if I deliver 

my body to be burned, 

but have not love, 

I gain nothing.  

- Cor. 13, 1-3
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leaving our names and phone 
numbers as emergency 
contact for parents and each 
child in school; walking the 
life path in another’s shoes 
in language and customs 
unfamiliar. The security of a 
friend can be as valuable as 
the risk of bringing a family to 
the land of the free and the 
home of the brave.

Dearest children, at whatever 
ages you are when receiving 
this letter, try to implement 
its better hues in the color of 
the day! Think of yourselves 
as captain of your ship, using whatever wholesome and holy means to stay 
afloat! If these have been too many words to understand, remember the 
basic two in life’s formula:  

PLAY FAIR. 

I know you will, because I see it in each of you already.  There are two es-
sential points I dare not forget:

• Keep music in your life.  Sing. (whistle!)
   Play an instrument if you can.
• And, if possible, adopt a pet.
   You may save each other.

I wish you love in your lives — its gift to you and from you — that exchange 
balanced in the hand of God, who will love you through eternity.  

Smile, my dears, and know I smile back.

Your loving Granny B

Now in their late seventh decade, the author and her husband reap the rewards of 
grandparenthood. As a former Helper, the author is sure that most of her counsel to 
three young grandchildren is rooted in that long-ago life.
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Healing Touch   by Patricia Hottinger, SH

I have worn many hats during my time 
of ministry in St.Louis. There is one, 
however, that has broadened my out-
look on life in so many ways. 

It all began with Hospice Volunteers, 
a program in which I participated for 
several years. The program offered 
volunteers the opportunity to attend a 
day-long conference each year on different ways of understanding ourselves 
and those we would be visiting. I attended a lecture on “Healing Touch”. This 
was not about the laying on of hands in a church or prayer setting; rather, it 
focused on what researchers are discovering about energy systems that all 
human beings have within them, between each other and with the universe. 
The two lecturers ministered at a local hospital. They demonstrated how 
energy works, using different techniques on one participant and having the 
other participants engage in different exercises with each other. 

I was so taken aback by the process that I had to ask, “Can only people with 
specific gifts do this?” 

“No,” I was told, “every person has the abil-
ity to help others in this way.”  

I learned that there were intensive train-
ing weekends offered for different levels. 
I could not not learn more about this, and 
my journey began.

The program has five basic levels and more 
for those who go on to be trainers. I began 
using the new knowledge immediately 
after completing the first level. I invited 
friends in the building where I live who 
showed some interest to come and receive 
Healing Touch from me so that I could prac-
tice what I had learned. These early experi-
ences encouraged  me to continue learning  
at the different levels. I used a La-Z Boy 
chair in my apartment and invited some 
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people I knew to come and relax and 
experience this type of therapy. Every 
person went away feeling rested. One 
woman came to a session walking 
with a cane. Shortly after she left the 
session she returned … looking for 
her cane! Now I have use of a shared 
space in the apartment building and 
use a table. This gives me greater op-
portunity to invite others to experi-
ence energy therapy.

Joining with other healers has 
brought me into contact with various 
people in the community: working 
single mothers; activity therapists; health fair volunteers; persons under-
going cancer treatment.  At a Veterans War Hero gathering in Chicago, a 
participant in a healing session declared, “I have not felt this good for a long 
time.”

I am continually in awe at how this God-given created energy is working in 
and among us today.  All the groups I have experienced and those I have 
read about who do energy work in a variety of ways have one common in-
tention — to promote a sense of well-being for the whole person.
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Regina Galer borrowed her grandmother’s aging Toyota Camry 
for the move from Iowa State University in Ames to Muscatine, 
where the 21-year-old became a cub reporter at the Muscatine 
Journal.

Regina packed everything she owned into the back seat and trunk.  

She wore no makeup or jewelry.  Her only ornamentation was a cheap pair 
of metal-rimmed glasses.  

She mostly wore longer skirts with opaque hose and a pair of flat shoes.  

Her brunette curls hung off the back of her head in a flouncy knot.  

It was the mid-‘90s.  Muscatine sits on the Mississippi River in southeastern 
Iowa.  It’s a town of 25,000 residents that is known for its scenic sunsets and 
vast wealth.  HON Industries, Bandag, Carver Pump and Kent Feeds started 
life there. 

Presidential candidates flock to Muscatine County because it offers more 
wealth per capita than any other county in Iowa, which is the always the 
first caucus state during the election cycle.  

When Regina arrived in Muscatine, she moved into a small second-floor 
apartment in a dilapidated Victorian home.  Cheap rent and a short walk to 
work lured her.

For the first month, she slept on the floor because she didn’t own a bed.  A 
coworker loaned her an uncomfortable roll-away, which Regina used during 
her entire two-year stay.

She invited me to lunch at her apartment one day.  She laughed when she 
issued the invitation:  “I don’t have much food, but you are welcome.”

Regina scrambled eggs and mixed in a can of sweet corn.  She served it on a 
flour tortilla that she warmed over the gas stove’s open flame.

She was the most remarkable young woman I ever met.  

No, I take that back.  She is the most remarkable woman I ever met.

Regina  by Renee Beasley Jones
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At the time, Regina was about a year older than my older daughter.  But in 
many ways, Regina was older and wiser than I.

“I love paying taxes,” she declared one day at work.  

In my 40-some years, I’d never heard anyone utter those words.  Like most 
of our friends and family, my husband and I always looked for ways to avoid 
taxes.

When I questioned her, Regina explained.  Through the food stamp pro-
gram, she helped feed the hungry.  Through Medicaid, she funded doctor 
and dental visits for low-income families.

One day, Regina questioned why most people use color to identify people.  
Example: “That black woman looks stunning in red.”

Instead, Regina said, we should simply say, “The woman wearing red looks 
stunning.”

Regina, a native Iowan, grew up in the fourth whitest state in the Union.  
Yet she was giving the newsroom a lesson on race and sensibility.

Regina spent her meager reporter’s pay during the next two years paying 
down school loans.  Besides her daytime job, she worked as a cook and 
server at a restaurant many evenings and weekends.  

She never replaced her grandma’s Camry.  She rarely bought clothes.  She 
never even bought a bed.

But on New Year’s Day, I heard a knock on the door.  There stood Regina on 
my front porch, holding a palm-sized fern she bought me as a gift.  The fern 
came with a hug and “I love you.”  Then, she was off to visit family on the 
other side of the state.

All too soon, she announced she would leave the Journal to attend Indiana 
University in Bloomington.  She planned on earning a double master’s de-
gree in journalism and environmental affairs.  

Regina returned the roll-away bed and repacked her granny’s car.  She left 
town as she came.  Everything she owned still fit in that Camry.
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I envied her.

I owned a large home in an exclusive neighborhood 
and drove a Fleetwood.  But I envied her.

Regina and I represented two different generations, 
two different mindsets, two different lifestyles.  We 
worked side by side.  We loved each other and re-
spected each other’s opinions — even though they 
varied widely.  

We never lost sight of one thing:  We loved each 
other.

After graduating from Indiana University, Regina 
flew to San Diego to visit me.  I had moved there to 
report for the San Diego Business Journal.  

She was working for the U.S. Government Account-
ability Office.  In her job, she travelled worldwide 
inspecting nuclear arsenals.

Nothing about her had changed.  

It’s been years now since I saw her.  We lost contact 
when I left southern California and came to Owens-
boro, Kentucky.  

I may never see Regina Galer again, but she — and 
all the things she taught me about love and respect 
— will always be with me.

I often think of her when I hear someone comment 
about people of color.  I marvel at her generosity 
when I pay my tax bill before April 15 every year.

I imagine she’s still a citizen of the world, living out 
of a suitcase.  But it’s not nice luggage.   Even if she 
can afford better, it’s probably someone’s castoff 
she bought at a flea market.

And I envy that.

Love is 

patient and kind; 

love is 

not jealous or boastful; 

it is not arrogant or rude. 

Love does not insist 

on its own way; 

it is not irritable 

or resentful; 

it does not rejoice 

at wrong, 

but rejoices in the right. 

Love bears all things, be-

lieves all things, 

hopes all things, 

endures all things. 

- Cor. 13, 4-7
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Respect can be defined as a feeling of deep admiration for someone or 
something elicited by their abilities, qualities or achievements. I apply 
respect in my everyday life through acts of charity, going the extra mile for 
people and praying for others — concepts that I was unfamiliar with grow-
ing up. Living as a responsible graduate student today, a silent smile often 
creeps across my smooth brown face as think of the things I had to go 
through to find the peace I have now. 

Most of my life, I struggled with bulimia, a form of anorexia involving food 
binges and purges. It developed over years of being mentally abused by 
people who were so-called “friends” and supposed to have my best inter-
ests at heart. 

Scientifically, it takes 21 days to form a new habit; imagine being called 
a “fat disgrace”, “slouch pouch”, “bigums” or “hungry jack” for 14 years 
straight. It was only a matter of time before I started to believe what people 
called me. I would even crack a joke on myself to beat them to the punch, 
which won me friends but cost me my peace of mind. Unbeknownst to me, 
peace of mind was a high price to pay.

The older I got, the more I learned to cohabitate with my eating disorder. 
Even after I lost the weight, I still wasn’t satisfied with myself and I contin-
ued to purge. 

At 16 years old, I stood at five feet, seven inches tall and only weighed 140 
pounds. Though I finally had the approval of those around me, I lacked the 
love and respect for myself that I needed to be healthy. 

Leasons of Self Love and Respect   By C Moore
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During high school, I 
stayed involved with 
school activities to dis-
tract myself and purged 
ten times a day. It wasn’t 
until I was 19 years old 
and away at college that 
my bulimia kicked into 
overdrive, and I was later 
diagnosed with depres-
sion. 

I was the first of five children to go away for college. That first semester, 
I put effort into coming out of my shell only to be betrayed by someone I 
trusted in the form of them laughing at me behind my back. One day I had 
just had enough, and the feeling of failure consumed me. 

I felt like I had nothing else to live for, so I tried to kill myself by overdosing 
on my prescription pills and painkillers. I felt like I had no one else in my cor-
ner, because bulimia made me feel so alone and just like there was nothing 
else to live for. 

My boyfriend’s best friend found me and called 911. Doctors used charcoal 
to absorb the poison in my body while I came to terms with the anger and 
embarrassment I felt. It would take me years to appreciate the man who 
saved me; at the time, I had to go back to living in my own version of hell.

At the end of my freshman year, I was in the honors society, about to pledge 
a sorority and I had a good man on my arm. Among my growing list of 
achievements, I still seemed to search for love, respect and approval from 
those around me. No matter how far I climbed up the ladder of success, I 
still was missing something.

My sister, Lynn, helped me to realize that even more important than my 
search for love and respect from those around me was having love and re-
spect for myself. My sophomore year, she told me that I didn’t need to hurt 
myself and that I have to pull the power I seek from others out of my own 
heart.
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Lynn listened to me and loved me, like a sister 
should. She had been through so much, and I had 
watched her grow into a strong woman who loved 
life and God. I wanted to emulate that. 

While I was working on developing my own happi-
ness — on my own terms — I continued to turn to 
my sister and to God for help. Loving God helped me 
learn to protect my energy and give it to God, rather 
than to those negative influences who would feed 
off of it.

Over the years, I’ve learned that respect in daily life 
is more than letting someone cut to the front of the  
line on a busy morning; rather it is treating people 
how you would want to be treated. That means 
keeping God first and learning to accept the things 
you cannot change.

I’ve been on this journey for a while, and although 
the road to recovery is a messy one, I know that 
turning to my family, my God and myself will make 
the journey worth it in the end.

Love never ends; 

as for prophecies, 

they will pass away; 

as for tongues, 

they will cease; 

as for knowledge, 

it will pass away. 

For our knowledge 

is imperfect 

and our prophecy 

is imperfect; 

but when the perfect comes, 

the imperfect 

will pass away. 

- Cor.13, 8-10
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Nice people freak me out.

No.

Nice people who aren’t really being nice freak me out. you know 
the type I’m talking about — The man that shakes his finger at a cashier and 
says, “Don’t you smash my tomatoes, or I’ll get you!” The woman on the 
plane that sees you struggle to get your carryon in the overhead compart-
ment and notes, “I don’t think that’s going to fit…sweetie.” 

These statements are always 
followed with a smile, a chuck-
le, a wink or any small gesture 
to show they mean no harm, 
they’re only teasing.

I’m from the South. We are 
always nice. The phrases “Bless 
your heart” and “Oh, how 
nice” ooze from our mouths 
like honey from the middle of a 
fresh biscuit. In my family, argu-
ments are often ended — but 
not resolved — with a drawled, 
“You may be right.”

We’ve been conditioned to be polite at any cost, to smile and nod and be 
passive aggressive, at most.

Is that what respect is?

We live in a world where it is imperative that we be polite and politically 
correct at each turn. It feels as if the whole world has suddenly taken on a 
“Southern politeness” mentality. People don’t say how they really feel about 
an issue anymore out of fear of retaliation or being shamed on social media.

We All Have Stories   by Sydney O’Hearn
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We’re all so caught up in being politically correct 
and standing out of the line of fire. We’re forgetting 
that having an opinion, even a controversial one, is 
not a bad thing. It’s a means of creating discussion, 
and discussion is a means of creating understand-
ing.

Understanding is the whole point, is it not? 

To live with love and respect for others is not to 
hide your opinion. It’s to talk to others about dif-
ferent opinions with the intent to learn and under-
stand another perspective. 

Loving and respecting others means to take into 
consideration that each and every one of us has a 
story. The cashier who might have smashed a cus-
tomer’s tomatoes has been at work for eight hours 
after staying up most of the night taking online 
classes to finish her college degree. The seemingly 
hostile customer needs those tomatoes to make 
his granddaughter’s favorite meal for her birthday. 
The unhelpful woman on the plane wanted to help 
but had been issued doctor’s orders not to lift more 
than three pounds. I couldn’t get my carryon in the 
overhead bin because I was tired from staying up all 
night before having to leave my best friend, whom 
I’d just seen for the first time in two years.

Everyone has a story. We’re too afraid of staining 
our own stories with “wrong” opinions or acciden-
tally snide remarks that we are losing our ability to 
acknowledge anyone’s story but our own.

Personally, I would rather people just say exactly 
what is on their minds. I think we all deserve that 
much respect.

When I was a child, 

I spoke like a child, I

 thought like a child, 

I reasoned like a child; 

when I became a man, I

 gave up childish ways. For 

now we see 

in a mirror dimly, 

but then face to face. 

Now I know in part; 

then I shall understand fully, 

even as I 

have been fully understood. 

So faith, hope, love abide, 

these three; 

but the greatest of these 

is love. 

- Cor. 13, 11-13
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“One can respond to the devil’s attacks
 only with the works of God, 

which are forgiveness, 
love and respect for one’s neighbor, 

even if he or she is different.”

-Pope Francis to an audience of survivors and fami-
lies of those killed and injured in the Bastille Day 
terror attack  on July 14, 2016 in Nice, France.
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